



There now follows a party election broadcast from the Labour Party.

Music: a remixed version of Bent’s “As You Fall” featuring brooding cello choral notes

A length of rope in a white vacuum; it has frayed extensively in the middle, held together by a thin thread, which 
trembles as the rope is pulled taut and shudders with the force being applied.

NARRATOR:  This is our country. Every fibre of who we are, what we value, is being stretched to breaking 
point.

The camera shows a line of identical, faceless figures in grey suits pulling on the rope in opposite directions, struggling 
hard against one another in a tug of war.

NARRATOR: For four long years, Britain’s economy, her public services, and her families have been pushed 
closer and closer to the edge. 

Shadowy, misty images emerge out of the white vacuum; first manual labourers downing tools and placing their 
heads in their hands.

NARRATOR: The Tories have divided our one nation, pitting worker against worker as wages have fallen, the 
cost of living has risen, and a crisis of housing and employment has seen rough sleeping increase by nearly  
50%. 

A new misty figure, distinguishable by its helmet, emerges in the form of a police officer chasing after a fleeing man.

NARRATOR: The number of police officers has been cut by tens of thousands, leaving our communities 
vulnerable and at risk.

School desks emerge out of the fog

NARRATOR: Education has been all-but abandoned. Today’s children are in larger classes, failing schools and 
crumbling buildings. Many of them won’t be able to afford to go to university any more.

A nurse pushing a bed on wheels.

NARRATOR: Our NHS has been crippled, with huge cuts pushing hospitals into crisis every winter. People 
aren’t getting the help they need.

The nurse and bed melt away into the vacuum, and the strained rope re-emerges from the mist.

NARRATOR: Britain is at breaking point. Four years of Tory rule have placed unprecedented social and 
financial pressures on our families. The government has cut taxes for the wealthiest whilst slashing services 
for the many. The number of children living in poverty has risen. The number of people dying on hospital 
waiting lists has risen. The number of families who can’t afford to pay the bills has risen. 

The grey-suited figures pulling at the rope are gesticulating angrily, shouting, shuddering



NARRATOR: The last four years have made life harder for all of us. Imagine another four like this?

All at once, the rope finally snaps. The besuited figures fall to the ground limply, almost like rag-dolls, and the camera 
zooms out from the broken rope and the idle figures from the top-down, creating the image of an abstract pattern 
formed around the winding line of the rope.

The white vacuum fades away, and the pattern of the rope transfigures into the same pattern but appearing instead 
as a crack in the wall of a dilapidated room. The camera pans to reveal a small,  untidy bedroom, with clear signs of 
dry rot and mould, distinctive cracks, a naked electric lightbulb and a microwave propped up on a wooden stool. Ari 
Suchet is seated upon a camp bed, holding in her hands a newspaper. The headline reads “HEATING OR EATING? 
PAY CUTS FORCE CARERS TO CHOOSE.”

ARI: Nobody should have to live like this. Living in unsuitable and unsafe accommodation. Working full-time 
but never earning enough money to pay the rent. Trapped in a web of underpaid, insecure work, and unable 
to access the training or support that might lead to a better life. It’s no secret that almost everyone in our 
society has faced a real terms pay cut since 2010. 

Police two-tone sirens can be heard in the background

ARI: The Tories cut funding for the police, teachers, doctors, virtually every public service. For four years, 
we’ve faced the deepest cuts for 100 years - yet the deficit has barely shrunk. The economy has remained 
stagnant and the Tory tax hikes on the poor and just-about-managing have made everyday items more 
expensive at the shops.

Ari stands up, leaves the room and begins walking down a narrow, uneven staircase.

ARI: Things can be different. Things can be better. Britain can be strong again: a strong economy and a strong 
society. We can create more and better jobs; build more and cheaper housing; invest in our essential 
services whilst cutting the deficit responsibly; we can eliminate rough sleeping, child poverty and 
disadvantage in this country. We can pay all of our people a decent wage to live on, and give all of our 
families the security of a home they can afford, a community they can feel safe in, and a future they can 
believe in. But if you want it, you have to vote for it.

Ari flicks a light switch and everything goes black. The picture returns as workers, presumably at a factory or in a 
warehouse, are seated in a basic canteen and laughing, joking

NARRATOR: Labour will raise the minimum wage to £8 an hour as soon as they come into office, and raise 
the tax-free personal allowance to £10,000 a year. These measures will mean an extra £4,000 a year for the 
lowest paid in our country, assuming a 40-hour working week. 

The scene changes to a shopfront, where a shopkeeper in a traditional brown overcoat, who is arranging a window 
display

NARRATOR: Labour will cut corporation tax by 5% for small businesses, helping them to set up shop, 
employ more staff and invest in the future.

The scene now shoes a hospital Emergency Department waiting room, with nurses chatting to patients

NARRATOR: Labour will invest an extra £6.4 billion in the NHS, paid for by a 0.25% rise in the bank levy. 
That’s not a rise we’ll invest over five years - it’s an investment we’ll make straight away, within the first 
month of a Labour government, to save our National Health Service from the brink of collapse and fund 
3,000 new frontline staff.

The scene changes to a classroom. Naturally, it’s a pretty diverse classroom; and somewhat unrealistically, the kids 
don’t appear to be on their mobile phones



NARRATOR: Schools in the poorest communities will get a funding boost under Labour. We’ll make sure all 
primary school children get a free school meal, guaranteeing a decent cooked meal every day. Labour will 
also do more to support the health and fitness of young people, giving pupils free access to sports and 
leisure facilities in their local areas.

Now a street where two police officers are walking on the beat

NARRATOR: The Tories have wasted millions on expensive and ineffective Police & Crime Commissioners 
for whom almost nobody bothered to vote. Labour will recruit 20,000 new full-time police officers, impose 
tough new sentencing rules for the most serious offences, and reverse the Legal Aid cuts that have 
restricted access to justice for the poor.

James Wilson in his Parliamentary office

JAMES: We’ll cut the deficit every year and eliminate it by 2020.

Juliet Manning smoking a cigarette in a park

JULIET:  We’ll prioritise community policing and common-sense justice, cutting crime and reoffending rates.

Bertie Wilson in the back of a black cab

BERTIE:  We’ll scrap tuition fees, making a university education free and open to all.

Charles Trenython observing the Grenadier Guards on parade

CHARLES: We’ll modernise, mobilise and maximise our armed forces, investing in the technologies of the 
future to protect our interests at home and abroad.

Calvin Ward walking along the seaside

CALVIN: We’ll make the biggest funding commitment to flood prevention in British history, and protect our 
environment by investing in public transport, green jobs and sustainable energy.

Jack Woods in a fish and chips shop

JACK WOODS: And we’ll give local authorities, elected mayors and the devolved assemblies more powers - 
bringing democracy closer to you.

Finally, Ari Suchet in front of the Labour READY TO GOVERN billboard

ARI: Britain is at breaking point. Voters face a clear choice: pull this country apart with the Conservatives, or 
start mending the damage with a Labour government that shares your values and your priorities. The 
economy, society, the nation: if you value it, vote for it.  Vote Labour.

Back to the white vacuum; a diverse range of people are tying ropes together. As the camera pans out, it becomes 
clear that they have created the pattern of the union jack through ropes on the floor. The image fades to blank and 
the Labour Party logo appears.

That was a party election broadcast from the Labour Party.


